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Dominant scholarship on the foreign policy of fascist Italy stresses rational strategic thinking. MacGregor
Knox, the most widely cited historian to make this argument, makes the case that Benito Mussolini had consistent, expansionist foreign policy goals based in Italy’s
national interest and that he steadily worked to achieve
them within the international political environment of
his day.[1] G. Bruce Strang’s On the Fiery March oﬀers
a strikingly diﬀerent perspective–for Strang, Mussolini’s
“mentalite”, or worldview, provides a beer explanation
than a focus on strategic, rational factors. On the Fiery
March is provocative because it provides a much-needed
counter to current orthodoxy. e book’s central argument did not ultimately convince this reader, however.

portant case Strang makes is that Mussolini’s mentalite
led fascist Italy to ally with Nazi Germany against Britain
and France. e fascist dictator’s worldview pushed for
alliance with Nazi Germany because it was the only way
to aain an empire for Italy. His mentalite also meant
that Italy would oppose Britain and France because they
were democratic, rife with freemasonry and Jews, and because they were demographically doomed. Strang uses
these arguments to make sense of Italy’s participation
in the 1937 anti-comintern pact, Italian support for Nazi
Germany’s anschluss with Austria, and the 1939 Pact of
Steel between Germany and Italy. Strang makes a compelling case that Italy’s positive moves toward France and
Britain, such as the 1938 Easter Accords, were feints designed to drive Britain and France apart or to win concessions. Strang further uses mentalite to make sense of
Strang dedicates the book’s ﬁrst chapter to outlin- other Italian action, such as support for Franco’s forces
ing his argument. Because Mussolini dominated foreign in the Spanish Civil War and Italy’s brutal suppression of
policy decision making, Strang argues, the focus should insurgents in Libya.
be overwhelmingly on Mussolini. Speciﬁcally, Strang
argues that we should focus on Mussolini’s mentalite,
In my view, the book’s central argument suﬀers from
which he deﬁnes as “a set of related intellectual con- three ﬂaws that make it less than convincing: it is unstructs that represented a coherent, though not neces- derspeciﬁed; it cannot explain the timing of the most imsarily rational, framework for interpreting both history portant decisions of the period; and it does not provide a
and contemporary events” (p. 13) e fascist dictator’s more convincing explanation than plausible alternatives.
worldview consisted of ﬁve diﬀerent sets of ideas: antibolshevism, opposition to freemasonry, opposition to
Even if the reader is convinced by Strang’s arguments
democracy, anti-Semitism, and social Darwinism. Strang
about
how mentalite maers, she is le with a critical,
argues that social Darwinism was the most important
outstanding
question: when is mentalite more or less
of the diﬀerent elements; social Darwinism, he suggests,
important
than
strategic factors and why? is queswas manifest in the duce’s obsession with demographic
tion
is
le
open
as the author fails to specify the pretrends, his belief in the virtues of war, and his commitcise
relationship
between
Mussolini’s mentalite and the
ment to garnering an empire for Italy. Strang is careful to
constraints
of
the
outside
world.
Why did Mussolini deacknowledge that despite his mentalite, Mussolini “had
cide
to
go
against
mentalite
(which
predicted France and
to act in the world as it existed” (p. 31).
Britain were demographically weak) and not follow Nazi
Having outlined the argument, the author provides a Germany into war with Britain and France in the fall of
chronological analysis of Mussolini’s foreign policy from 1939? Of course, rational, strategic thinking counseled
1936 to 1940 based on access to the important “Carte this outcome but it also counseled that Italy should exerLancelloi” in the Italian Foreign Ministry’s archives.[2] cise caution in September and October 1940 rather than
rough the chapters that follow perhaps the most im- aempt simultaneous wars against Egypt and Greece. A
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thorough explanation would be able to make sense of
both types of decision. Strang’s argument explains the
laer outcome but not the former. One way Strang might
have aained greater speciﬁcity would have been to rely
on the political science literature on ideational constructs
and their impact on international politics.[3]
At best On the Fiery March provides the reader with
an explanation of the goals of Italy’s foreign policy and
its alliance choices–its central argument provides no explanation for the timing of Mussolini’s most important
decisions Given that Mussolini had been at the apex of
the Italian political system since 1922, why did his mentalite impact policy only in the mid to late 1930s? While
Strang notes that in 1936 Italian policy shied starkly toward Mussolini’s mentalite (p. 62), he does not provide
the reader with a worldview-based explanation of why
mentalite had been far less signiﬁcant to that point or
why mentalite began to maer at that point.
Finally, I would have been more convinced by this
book had it directly confronted the obvious alternative
explanations for the outcomes of interest. It seems that
strategic factors rooted in neo-realist theory provide an
equally compelling explanation. Mussolini consistently
argued that Italy’s “mare nostrum” goals were necessary
to aain autonomy and security for its maritime trade
in the Mediterranean. Given that 80 percent of Italy’s
foodstuﬀ and raw materials imports passed through Suez
and Gibraltar, this argument carries some credibility.[4]
A similar explanation can be provided for Italy’s alliance
choices. As Strang recognizes, Mussolini “knew he could
only pursue his own expansionist goals through the alliance with Germany” (pp. 233-34). Mussolini’s alliance
choices, then, come down to a means to pursue his expansionist ends, rather than being primarily driven by
hatred of democracy in France and Britain.
While I remain unconvinced by the book’s arguments, I think On the Fiery March is an important contribution to the literature on fascist foreign policy. Mussolini’s mentalite was undoubtedly a part of his decision-

making process and rational, strategic factors cannot explain some of his most important decisions. Perhaps On
the Fiery March will provide the impetus for a new orthodoxy that synthesizes the best work on strategic, rational
factors with the best work on Mussolini’s worldview.
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